EFFECTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
ON THE QUALITY OF SURVEY DATA
MARIA ELENA SANCHEZ

Questionnaire design is frequently overlooked as an important aspect
of the development of field instruments and as a potential source of
independent effects on survey estimates. Discussions about topics
such as question formatting options, graphic layout, integration of interviewer recording tasks for complex question series, and optimal
routing strategies are frequently absent from published works that otherwise deal with questionnaire development.
The quality of questionnaire design is generally recognized as an
important factor for self-administered instruments (Dillman 1978,
1983); however, the importance and special problems of design for
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Abstract The importance of format, graphic layout, and question routing instructions on the quality of survey data has been
acknowledged for self-administered survey instruments, but the
significance of these factors for questionnaires administered by
interviewers has not been recognized equally. This paper examines two studies in which interviewers used different questionnaire designs to administer the same set of survey questions to
randomly selected adult respondents in housing units that made
up area probability samples of the Detroit metropolitan area. The
paper presents empirical evidence of specific effects (questions
skipped in error, unprobed answers) directly attributable to the
choice of questionnaire design. The analysis shows that questionnaire design choices can either help or hurt the quality of data
collected by interviewers. Furthermore, the behaviors of experienced and inexperienced interviewers are affected in similar
ways. In other words, interviewing experience does not compensate for format deficits in the design of survey instruments.
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Background Information about the Studies Compared
In the spring of 1987, the department of sociology at the University of
Michigan conducted its annual Detroit Area Studies (DAS) survey as
part of a course designed to teach students about survey research. The
survey topic was religion in Detroit. An area probability sample design
was used to identify eligible households in the Detroit tri-county area.
Face-to-face interviews were conducted in each household with one
randomly chosen resident aged 21 years or older.
A few months later the DAS principal investigator secured additional
funding to enlarge the total study sample size and, in the fall of 1987,
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knowledged equally. For example, in the chapter on questionnaire
construction, Babbie (1979) deals almost exclusively with the format
of self-administered instruments, which, of necessity, are less complex
and burdensome than the average standardized instrument handled by
survey interviewers.
Sudman and Bradburn (1983) discuss interviewer instruments and
self-administered instruments in their chapter on questionnaire format,
which offers valuable practical advice. But only one of several extant
formatting styles for interviewer instruments is reviewed in any detail,
and the format choices these authors recommend stem more from common sense and experience than from systematic evidence, as they are
the first to admit. Nonetheless, Sudman and Bradbura's presentation is
more extensive and rigorous than the typical discussion of elementary
design issues found elsewhere, even in otherwise very comprehensive
survey texts (Moser and Kalton 1974). Sheatsley (1983) is somewhat
of an exception in that he attempts to provide explicit rules about dos
and don'ts in the area of questionnaire design. Even so, this author
devotes approximately two and one-half pages to questionnaire formatting issues in a chapter about questionnaire construction that runs
some 40 pages in length.
All of these authors agree that inadequate questionnaire design will
increase measurement error, among other things. But the literature
offers scant empirical evidence to support this claim (although few
survey practitioners would dispute the point based on anecdotal evidence), and consequently, we lack estimates of the magnitude of effects attributable to questionnaire design.
In this paper we examine two studies that used different questionnaire designs for the same set of survey questions and present evidence
of effects directly attributable to the choice of design. We also evaluate the importance of interviewer experience in accounting for these
effects.
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1. The DAS and RID studies were not part of a controlled experimental design, but we
believe our results are valid in spite of the design shortcoming: (a) The population and
the sample design were identical for both studies. The mode of administration, the order,
and the wording of questions in the two surveys remained the same, with changes
restricted to differences in the layout and formatting of text on the printed questionnaire
page, (b) Neither interviewers nor field supervisors were told that we had plans to
compare the two studies, and nothing was therefore said about the kind of results we
expected to find. The decision to produce new field materials for the RID study was not
an unusual one. All studies entrusted to SRC's Field Section have materials reworked
to ensure compliance with a variety of conventions and standards that apply to questionnaires and other field documents, (c) Both studies employed a mix of experienced and
inexperienced interviewers, and the proportion of interviews completed by each of the
two interviewer groups was roughly the same in the two studies. New RID recruits may
have received more complete training in interviewing techniques than their counterpart
student group, but students had a better understanding of the study objectives, having
spent the better part of a semester discussing the study. Students also had participated
in two informal pretests prior to the launching of the DAS study.
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the DAS survey was replicated in the same Detroit counties by the
Field Section of the Survey Research Center (SRC), University of
Michigan. The sample size and design for the replicate study, Religion
in Detroit (RID), were equal to those used in the DAS study. The
sample design for both studies was controlled by SRC's Sampling
Section.
The DAS study completed 554 interviews and achieved a 70 percent
response rate. Twenty-one DAS students were responsible for 32 percent of the interviews, as a course requirement. The remainder of the
work was handled by 29 experienced SRC field interviewers under the
direction of DAS personnel.
The RID study completed 494 interviews, for a response rate of 68
percent. Seven newly trained SRC interviewers with no prior field
interviewing experience completed 26 percent of the interviews. The
remaining interviews were the responsibility of 19 experienced SRC
field interviewers. Fourteen of these interviewers had also worked on
the DAS study.
The field procedures for both studies were comparable and the contents of the survey instruments were identical. However, the format
and graphic layout for a few DAS questionnaire items were changed
in RID due to potential design problems that were identified in reviewing the DAS questionnaire.1
The average load of an RID interviewer was almost twice as large
as the average load of a DAS interviewer (19 versus 11 completed
interviews). The difference is largely due to the reduced work load
of students. On the other hand, experienced and newly trained RID
interviewers handled average interview loads of similar size (19 and
18 interviews, respectively), as did SRC interviewers who worked on
both surveys (17 interviews in DAS versus 19 in RID). The median
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and mean values for each of these distributions are quite comparable
in magnitude; thus, survey results are not unduly influenced by a few
interviewers with unusually high numbers of completed interviews.

The Original and Revised Questionnaire Designs
The questionnaire designs to be compared include (a) the placement
in a grid of two questions dealing with the past and current religious
affiliation of the respondent's children and (b) the format used in questions that required interviewers to probe for the name of specific Protestant denominations. Each gives rise to unique effects discussed in
detail below.

The DAS study used the grid reproduced as figure 1 to collect information about the respondent's children. We are interested in effects associated with two of the questions: Gil, which asks about the child's
religious affiliation while growing up, and G12, which establishes the
current religious affiliation for children aged 15 years or older.
Two features of the DAS design for questions Gil and G12 were
identified as likely to make interviewers skip one or the other of these
two questions in error:
1. The first is the stacked, as opposed to linear, arrangement of
Gil and G12 in the DAS grid. After listing the children's
names, interviewers filled the DAS grid from left to right for
questions G8-G10, but from top to bottom at G11/G12. As a
result, Gil answers in DAS could be entered by accident in the
line reserved for G12 (leaving Gil blank and unasked); or the
interviewer could overlook G12 altogether, moving on to ask
about the next child after recording the answer for Gl 1 in the
correct line of the grid. These errors, due to the fact that the
interviewer failed to ask the religious preference question, yield
responses coded "Not Ascertained" (NA) at Gil or G12 in
DAS.
2. Question G12 in the DAS study was additionally burdened with
a contingency clause printed in the page of questions opposite
the grid. Question G12 applied to children born in 1972 or earlier, and this meant the interviewer had to check G9 ("Year of
Birth") before deciding whether to ask G12 or skip that line on
the grid. In our analysis we look at the times this question was
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QUESTIONS SKIPPED IN ERROR
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Figure I. The DAS questionnaire design for questions Gil and G12
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skipped in error for children aged 15 years or older in DAS
(coded "NA" at G12).2

UNPROBED ANSWERS

The DAS survey and the RID study used the same battery of questions
to collect information about the respondent's good friends (E49-E53)
and siblings (H23-H27). The DAS design for the "good friends" series
is reproduced as figure 3A; the RID version appears as figure 3B. In
the battery of questions, religious affiliation is obtained at E53 for
friends and at H27 for siblings. "Protestant" answers to E53 and H27
were to be probed at all times in order to obtain the names of specific
Protestant denominations.
Close examination of figure 3A reveals the following about the manner in which interviewers were expected to handle the answers to E53
(and H27) in DAS. For "Catholic," "Jewish," and "None" answers
to E53 (or H27), all the interviewer had to do was enter an X in the
appropriate box of the grid. For "Other" answers, the grid instructed
the interviewers to write ("Specify") the name of that religious preference inside the box. "Protestant" answers were to be handled in yet
a different manner. Interviewers were supposed to probe the initial
answer to the religious preference question with "What specific denomination is that?" in order to elicit a denomination name to be
written inside the "Protestant Denomination" box of the grid.
2. Problems arising from asking G12 in error (when the age of the child did not warrant
this) cannot be identified in the coded data, where the field has been forced to inappropriate (INAP), and are therefore not considered here. In addition, both studies collected
information about deceased children, but DAS coded these entries "INAP" (000) in
G12 while RID used "NA" (999) in G13. The RID entries for deceased children were
identified through questionnaire lookups and recoded to "INAP" (000) for this analysis.
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In the revised RID design (fig. 2), the children's names are entered
across the top of facing pages, and the interviewer administers the
questions for each child's column, always reading and recording answers from top to bottom, as in any other questionnaire page. A checkpoint (RID item G12) was added to handle explicitly the contingency
clause dealing with the child's age, and DAS item G12 was renumbered
to G13 in the RID questionnaire.
The results reveal that, as expected, the DAS layout version yields
a proportionately higher amount of "Not Ascertained" (NA) answers.
In DAS, 3.47 percent of responses to Gil were NA, while in RID,
only 0.54 percent of answers to Gil were NA. Similarly, for G12,
8.80 percent of responses were NA in DAS, but only 2.04 percent of
responses to the corresponding question in RID (G13) were NA.
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Figure 2 . The RID questionnaire design for questions Gil and G13
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Figure 3. A, The DAS questionnaire design for question E53. B, The RID questionnaire design for question E53.
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The Relevance of Interviewer Experience
Is quality of design a factor of greater importance in accounting for
the performance of inexperienced as opposed to experienced interviewers? To research this question, we generated two effect scores for
3. Lookups were necessary because unprobed Protestant answers were not segregated
to a unique coding category but appeared commingled under "Protestant: Type Not
Specified" with other answers that were dutifully probed but failed to produce an identifiable denomination name.
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The DAS design was judged misleading in view of the probing and
writing tasks associated with "Protestant" answers. Although interviewers were expected to write something inside the "Protestant Denomination" answer box, the heading for this column in the DAS grid
omitted the "(Specify)" caption present in the "Other" column, which
also required something to be written in. At the same time, interviewers may have been encouraged to merely X the "Protestant Denomination" box, without further probing, by analogy to the Catholic and
Jewish situations. All three religious preferences were elicited from
respondents in the same manner—from the initial part of question E53
(or H27)—but only one (Protestant) required that interviewers refrain
from Alng the answer box in order to probe. For these reasons, we
predicted that "Protestant" answers to questions E53 and H27 in DAS
ran the risk of going unprobed with just an X appearing in the box.
These error conditions were identified through questionnaire lookups.3
In the RID study (see fig. 3B), the problem was solved by providing
boxes labeled "Other, Specify" and "Protestant Denom." Each of
these included a line where the answers were to be written in. Thus,
the visual cues were made to correspond with the task expected of
interviewers.
It will be easy for the reader to verify that "Protestant" responses
to questions Gil and G12 in the DAS children's grid (fig. 1) were also
threatened by the same format problems, and that the RID version of
these children questions (fig. 2) corrected the threat of unprobed answers as described above.
Compared to the RID study, the DAS questionnaire format generated a higher proportion of Protestant mentions unprobed as to denomination. The percentage of unprobed Protestant mentions for E53 was
8.82 in DAS but only 0.80 in RID. Decreases of comparable magnitude
in the proportion of unprobed Protestant responses between DAS and
RID were also obtained for questions Gil, G12 (G13 in RID), and
H27.
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each interviewer in each study, one score for each effect of interest:
ITEM NA (for questions skipped in error) and PROT-NA DENOM
(for unprobed Protestant answers). The score is a count of the number
of interviews manifesting the effect of interest from among the first
three effect-eligible interviews that each study interviewer conducted.
Three interviews is the lowest common denominator in order to standardize on size of interviewer load for the questions of interest. The
choice of the earliest interviews from each interviewer's eligible load
controls for potential effects of supervisory feedback on later interviews.
Three conditions hold if questionnaire design accounts for differences in effect rates between DAS and RID:

QUESTIONS SKIPPED IN ERROR

The distributions of ITEM NA effect scores confirm our expectations
about the unimportance of interviewer experience.4 Proportionately
fewer students than SRC interviewers (71 percent vs. 82 percent) completed the first three interviews without making any mistakes, but SRC
interviewers who made mistakes repeated the error with greater regularity. As a result, these two DAS groups do not appear to differ in
the average number of interviews per interviewer with ITEM NA errors. In RID, all newly trained and 90 percent of experienced interviewers had the first three interviews free of ITEM NA errors. The
average number of interviews per interviewer in error does not seem
to differ for these two RID groups. In contrast, and underscoring the
importance of questionnaire design, a lower proportion of DAS than
RID interviewers turned in error-free interviews for these children
questions (77 percent vs. 92 percent), and the average number of interviews per interviewer with ITEM NA errors is significantly higher in
DAS than RID. The results for SRC repeater interviewers exhibit a
4. Detailed tables for these and all other results presented in the paper are available by
writing directly to me.
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1. The average effect scores for RID interviewers should reflect
fewer questions skipped in error and fewer unprobed responses
than the comparable scores for DAS interviewers.
2. A comparison of RID versus DAS effect scores for the group of
SRC repeater interviewers who worked on both studies should
confirm the overall effect trends across the two studies.
3. Within each study, no difference in mean effect scores should
be observed between the lesser and the more experienced
groups of interviewers. Questionnaire design is expected to affect equally all interviewers who worked on a particular study.
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similar trend across studies—in DAS, 79 percent of these interviewers
completed error-free interviews compared to 93 percent in RID.
UNPROBED ANSWERS

Discussion
The findings suggest that layout and other graphic cues built into the
format of survey questionnaires play an important role in communicating question objectives to interviewers, and that differences in design
yield detectable effects. These nonverbal cues can either help or hurt
the quality of collected data, as we have shown.
The analysis also shows that, contrary to popular wisdom, interviewer experience does not make up for format deficits in survey instruments. It appears that the situations analyzed in this paper are
not associated with interviewing familiarity but with generic human
perceptual and cognitive qualities relating to the processing of graphic
information.3
Careful inspection of completed pretest interviews is always recommended to identify potential design problems, but pretest results do
not tell us how to fix the problems, and problems may go undetected
if the number of cases or the number of interviewers is small. We need
to learn more about the mapping of individual interviewing tasks into
specific questionnaire designs in order to identify criteria that can help
us choose the optimal version from among alternative designs of the
same survey questions.
5. Spence and Lewandowsky (1990) provide evidence of the importance of human graphical perception with regard to interpreting and remembering data from statistical
graphics.
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The results parallel the findings discussed immediately above. There
is no association in RID or in DAS between the level of interviewer
experience and the average number of interviews per interviewer with
at least one unprobed Protestant mention. In contrast, the proportion
of interviewers with error-free interviews in RID exceeds those in DAS
by over 30 percent (96 percent vs. 65 percent), yielding a significant
difference in the mean number of interviews per interviewer with unprobed Protestant mentions across studies. The importance of questionnaire design as an explanatory variable is also confirmed by the
comparison involving SRC repeater interviewers—only 64 percent of
these interviewers probed all Protestant mentions in DAS, while 100
percent complied with this requirement in RID.
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There are other reasons besides quality to strive for optimal questionnaire designs. Error reductions translate into cost savings in other
survey areas such as data retrieval (for information accidentally missed
by interviewers) and training (less time will be required to train and
supervise interviewers if the survey instruments are implemented optimally). The cost benefits that optimal questionnaire design can generate in these two areas are not insignificant.
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